IRU Logistics and Innovation Forum
21 February 2020 London

Friday - 21.02.2020
09:15 - 10:00
Registration open and welcome coffee
10:00 - 10:10
Welcome to the IRU Logistics and Innovation Forum
IRU will welcome participants and introduce the key themes and partners for the 2020 Forum.

10:10 - 10:20
Can new technology deliver safer and more profitable logistics? Views from a global transport operator
Over the past few years, new digital solutions have emerged broadening transport operators’ horizons.

10:20 - 10:30
Can new technology deliver safer and more profitable logistics? Views from a global logistics player
Safety standards are an integral part of our workplace culture and road safety is at the heart of our transport and logistics operations.
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10:30 - 10:40
Can new technology deliver safer and more profitable logistics? Views from a multinational
pharmaceutical company

10:40 - 11:00
Q&A
Girteka, Amazon, and GSK.

11:00 - 11:20
Networking and coffee break
11:20 - 11:35
What to expect from intelligent trucks
The transportation industry is undergoing a revolution which will dramatically shift the design of future commercial vehicles.
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11:35 - 11:50
Will truck platooning change the game?
The transportation industry has great expectations vis a vis automated trucks. However, the introduction of the first generation vehicles is still a long way
ahead and the large-scale deployment even further away.

11:50 - 12:10
Q&A
Volvo & DAF

12:10 - 12:25
UK perspectives on safety and innovation
For decades, innovation and technology have led to better safely in the UK logistics sector, one of the most competitive in the world. What does the future
hold for UK operators?

12:25 - 13:15
Networking lunch break
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13:15 - 13:30
How can digital platforms safely facilitate data sharing and data monetization?
Digital platforms play a key role in facilitating data sharing and data monetization through marketplaces.

13:30 - 13:45
Disruption and safety: Lessons learned from Uberfreight

13:45 - 14:00
Averting accidents through better fleet management
Avoiding accidents has always been a challenge due to their spontaneous nature.
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14:00 - 14:15
Digitalisation of transport for improved road safety
In a highly digitalised world, data and information are finding valuable new uses to boost safety and find new business opportunities.

14:15 - 14:30
Digitalisation as accelerator for safety and security in road transportation

14:30 - 14:50
Q&A
HERE Technologies, Uber Freight, SmartCargo, Bunasta, TransFollow

14:50 - 15:10
Networking coffee break
15:10 - 15:25
Watching out for safety: Smart cameras
The multiplication of security cameras across Europe has gathered media attention over the impact of massive surveillance on privacy.
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15:25 - 15:40
How are psychometric tests upgrading drivers’ recruitments?
For decades, the industry and regulators have rightly placed faith in technology to address safety concerns.

15:40 - 16:00
Q&A
Lytx, Aptidrive

16:00 - 16:30
Wrap-up, awards and conclusion
So is investing in safety really a business opportunity?

16:30 - 19:00
Networking cocktail

Key
Sessions and Panels
Business talks 1: Focus on vehicles
Business talks 2: Focus on operations
Business talks 3: Focus on drivers
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